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I realised after agreeing to this talk that you really can’t fit both of these topics into a single talk. So I’ve opted to focus on the open data part because it’s the ‘hard sell’ – why should you open your ticketing data to others?There will be visualisations, of course, they are there to emphasise the sheer variety of work that is being done to explore (mainly) London’s transport system by people who are not employees of TfL or any of its partners.The key thing that I want to explore today is how you too can turn this type of informational ecology to your advantage.



The Smart City 

Multiple ‘grand challenges’ facing the contemporary city including: climate change, 
energy use, security, ageing, migration, and distribution management. The ‘smart city’ 
seeks in part to address these through instrumentation, interconnection, and intelligence. 
Tying all of this together is data. 

A “city” that uses information and communications 
technologies to make the critical infrastructure components 
and services of a city — administration, education, healthcare, 
public safety, real estate, transportation, and utilities — more 
aware, interactive, and efficient. 

Forrester (2010) 
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But first, let’s start with a little background. Why is open data getting such public attention now? Why do we have the launch an Open Data Institute here in the UK?The answer has been badged as a ‘Smart City’, and the potential gains to be realised from integrating all these different types of data into a range of applications explains why firms such as IBM, Cisco, Siemens, and GE are moving very aggressively into this space.



The Question 

Transport data – and in particular the 
behavioural data derived from smart 
ticketing – is essential to realising the 
smarter city.  

The question is: are you placed to benefit 
in an era when most of this will be open? 

1. Why open my data? 

2. To whom should I open it? 

3. What should I open up? 

4. How should I open it? 

5. What costs can I expect? 

6. What value can I realise? 

Image: London Transport Museum 
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As this old poster shows, congestion is not a new problem, but increasingly sophisticated technologies are transforming the ways in which we can approach this issue. We can now know when and where they boarded and exited, the number of times they follow this route each week, how many people are on the bus right now… what I hope to do is to convince you that opening up your data is quite possibly the best way of ensuring that your systems are the ones that people rely on to give them the information that they need to implement a smarter city.



Q: Why open my data? 

A: Because it is going to happen anyway. 

Local and national governments are increasingly ‘data literate’ and are increasingly 
committed to opening up data to spur the next wave of innovation through the creation 
of ‘information ecologies’. 

Images: data.gov.uk, london.gov.uk, tfl.gov.uk 
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The challenge for many of you is that it’s too valuable to be ‘left alone’ by government. McKinsey noted in a recent study of ‘big data’ competitive advantage is shifting rapidly away from proprietary data to ways of integrating a range of data sources in a timely, useful fashion and extracting new knowledge from this intersection.Here in the U.K. we have data.gov.uk and the fascinating London Data Store as signs of that trend. 



Q: Why open my data? 

A: Because it is resource-efficient and can increase ROI. 

The increasing interest in ‘big data’, apps, and visualisation means that you can 
effectively out-source work to a huge number of academics and developers for free. This 
dynamic can accelerate innovation while side-stepping internal silos. Moreover, 
increased access means increased usage. 

Images: Android Market, RailCommute, UK Train Times, TrainLine BA.com,  
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In today’s economic climate should you be hiring and paying a team of designers and developers to create smartphone applications and real-time visualisations for your company when you could out-source the work to hundreds of people for free?This quick sampling of apps shows how developers are customising open data feeds to serve different audiences with different needs – can your company do all of this too? Does it even want to?



Q: Why open my data? 

A: Because it increases the embeddedness of your products and services. 

The more people depend on your data, the more they depend on you. By getting ahead of 
the open data curve now, you have a chance to help set the agenda for policy, 
researchers, and the public. 

Image: CrimsonRide/ua.transloc.com  
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As we move towards the realisation of the ‘Smart City’, the embeddedness of live data feeds will increase the ‘stickiness’ of the providers who help to set the standards and who actively engage with the public and policymakers. Here’s a simple visualisation from Alabama – it’s not a big system or a complex visualisation, but it tells me exactly what I need to know when I’m trying to decide whether to run out and catch the bus or jump in the car.



Q: Why open my data? 

A: Because there is a wave of interest in behavioural data and visualisation. 

Computer visualisation communicates more complex data more powerfully than ever 
before. Ride the wave of public interest in data-driven visualisation to ‘good will’ from 
developers and to newspaper coverage that you couldn’t buy.  

Image: SENSEable City 
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High-profile work is appearing in everything from Metro to National Geographic and Time – this is free publicity that you couldn’t buy at any price and it improves understanding of the issues involved in service delivery by the public.Moreover, people will work to integrate types of data to which you may not have access or for which you may not have sufficient expertise or time. This work looks at integrating information about local rainfall with the availability of taxis.



Q: To whom should I open it? 

‘The Public’ 

Government 

Commercial 
Partners? 

Developers 

Academia You 

A: It depends, because the ‘public’ is not a monolithic entity. 

Open data doesn’t always mean accessible to any one, at any time: there are a continuum 
of interests between government, commercial parties, academia, application developers, 
and the general public. The right degree of openness will vary with the type of data and 
type of user. 

“Open data doesn't mean it is all 
given away for nothing.” 

Nigel Shadbolt,  
Open Data Institute 
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A range of competing and complementary interests are natural, and you are not required to address everyone’s needs right at the start.But, for instance, by including academic partners in your research you will gain access to cutting-edge techniques as well as gaining new perspectives on your scheme or service.



Q: What data should I open? 

A: Whatever you are comfortable with and can clear with regulators. 

Don’t rush! Take your time to coordinate with regulators, local government, and the 
developer community to avoid privacy problems down the line. You will also need to 
prepare for allowing others access to large volumes of data in a range of formats. 

Image: Joan Serras 
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Definitely an area where lead-time is invaluable and legwork is crucial.Identify the types of collaboration that will drive activity and deliver useful knowledge to you, and encourage these.Here’s a visualisation that only uses timetable data – the risk of a privacy breach is zero, and understanding interactions between timetabled modes can be used by researchers in a variety of interesting ways.



Q: What data should I open? 

A: Start with aggregate data and work ‘down’ from there. 

Aggregation and sampling reduce sensitivity: the finer the spatial and temporal 
resolution and the greater the coverage, the greater the risk. You also can trade off 
different types of resolution and recency to fine-tune the opportunities and the risks. 
Besides, the big picture is what most people want to see anyway.  

Image: Oliver O’Brien 
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Unencrypted unique identfiers are always a no-no if they relate to individuals. Even then you need to be very, very careful.Here we see a nice, real-time aggregate map of entries and exits from the Tube system, and it leverages the biggest, most powerful open data set yet created: Open Street Map.



Q: How should I open it? 

A: By establishing reasonable objectives, expectations and policies. 

Realistically, open data is not a road to riches. However, by putting in place clear policies 
for each user-group you can reap good will and new operational or strategic insights 
while holding data users accountable for their actions. 

Image: tom-carden.co.uk 
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Companies such as IBM have found ways to work together with the larger community to realise value from opening up highly sensitive code and data to the wider world.The key here is to take measured steps towards openness while establishing realistic expectations of what will be achieved and by when. Developers and researchers are free to pursue ‘blue sky’ approaches that may yield unexpected dividends.Here, Tom Carden’s travel time map could help people to understand how a move might impact their commute and I’ve seen another visualisation that intersects travel time with house prices to help people find a new home.



Q: How should I open it? 

A: By reserving the right to review and request changes prior to release. 

For app developers this can be implemented through a ‘fair use’ policy to mitigate 
bandwidth and data usage. For academics this can be implemented through NDAs, 
storage and security policies, and a ‘right-of-review’ prior to submission of articles or 
other publications. 
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Opening up your data doesn’t have to mean letting all and sundry have access to your most sensitive operational data. Access to data can be covered by rules and regulations, as well as subject to penalties for mis-use or misappropriation. For instance, for publications you should assert a right to review and request changes to comply with corporate communications priorities. Here’s an example drawn directly from my own experience… publication in an open access journal combined with good communication from the research partners helped to get this work into top-line papers and it trended nicely on Twitter as well!



Q: How should I open it? 

A: By thinking about the tradeoffs between real-time APIs and static data. 

App developers are typically interested in current data, while researchers and 
policymakers are typically interested in historical data that encompasses long-term 
change within and between elements of the system.  

Image: Martin Austwick 
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Real-time access to historical data is unnecessary. Line up consultations with different types of data users and establish agreed formats for distribution and dissemination.This visualisation uses a one-time static feed of the first 1mm Boris bike journeys in London, and we were able to use our own models on top of this origin/destination data to map the trips on to likely routes, something that could easily be turned to the benefit of the scheme operator in lobbying on issues of concern.



Q: What costs can I expect? 

A: Costs will generally cluster around provision, consumption, and support. 

The provision of open data is not necessarily cheap and will depend greatly on your 
existing reporting systems. However, staff time that is usually the most overlooked cost 
centre: people who are knowledgeable about the data and able to communicate 
effectively are vital. 

Image: Aaron Koblin 
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The ‘hit’ to server infrastructure can be substantial, but there are technical (throttling) and financial (charging) means to manage this on one side, as well as technical (caching) and contractual (fair use policies) on the other.What is often underestimated, however, is the cost of staffing this service properly. 



Q: What value can I realise? 

A: Better visualisation helps to realise operational and strategic goals. 

A proliferation of views into your data will enable you to understand your system in a 
more flexible and holistic way, while also helping the public to appreciate the work that 
you do every day! 

Image: Oliver O’Brien 
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The point of innovation is that you can’t always predict where it will arise. We know that scheme operators’ own employees are using this data visualisation to monitor the status of their systems! Why? Because we have come up with a way to better represent the system in a holistic, interactive manner than they have. One operator often notices before we do that our visualisation server has gone done.When you think about the effort that goes into Human Factors analysis for control stations, then allowing others to explore a range of solutions before you settle on the right view into your system can be hugely cost-effective!



Summary 

Although the ongoing costs of creating and maintaining open data should not be 
underestimated, the ecologies that these support underpin the emergence of a ‘Smart 
City’. Open data and visualisation offer you new ways to harness ‘big data’ to operational 
and strategic goals, while engaging the public, academia, and policymakers through 
‘sticky’ data provision. 

Image: Jon Reades 
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Data visualisation work is a sign of a rich information ecology. London, thanks to TfL and the GLA, is exploring an enormous variety of ways to understand the city and its transportation system.This benefits London. It benefits TfL and their partners. In short, it benefits all of us.Thank you.
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